
“A man’s creation, the making of a room, is nothing short of a miracle. 
  Just think, that a man can claim a slice of the sun.”

Louis Kahn

il giorno
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A Sample of Natural Light 
PuNtA deLLA dogANA
tadao Ando

Natural Zenith lighting coming from skylights...

..., or from large lateral glass lunettes positioned 
on the upper floor.



A Sample of Artificial Light 
PuNtA deLLA dogANA
tadao Ando

each hall is equipped with 
two types of installations...

a direct diffused lighting system for 
illuminating the environment

a direct concentrated lighting system

An ambient where artificial light and natural light create a symbi-
otic relationship, producing changeable scenarios marked by the 
sun’s path during the day and seasons, or disappearing all together
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  The 18th c. Palazzo Venier dei Leoni is home to the Peggy Guggenheim Collection. It was purchased by 
Peggy in 1949, who made it her home for the next thirty years. She opened the Palazzo and its collection to the 
public in 1951 until her death in 1979.

  Her ever-growing art collection and artists-in-residence program took over the Palazzo, and consequently,
Peggy converted the basement servants’ quarters into galleries and artists’ studios. Initially, her entire home was 
accessible. She closed o� her bedroom later on, only allowing friends and those who requested a viewing to see it.
She also added a barchessa to the Palazzo in order to store her growing post-war collection. 

Peggy Guggenheim Collection
transformation of private residential to public museum 



Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari
the “divine light”
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c. Assumption of the Virgina. high altar

b. monastic choirstalls framing the apse

  Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari is in Italian Gothic style, with a rather plain exterior. 
The rood screen of the interior is the only one still in place in the city. The church contains 
numerous works of art produced by artists such as Bellini and Titian, and several funerary 
monuments as well. 

  Assumption of the Virgin is an oil painting in the high altar by Italian Renaissance
artist Titian, executed between 1516 and 1518. It is the largest altarpiece in Venice. Light
through the windows of the apse draws attention to the high altar, and the vibrant colors
of the Assunta further emphasizes the signi�cance of the sanctuary. 



Ca’ d’Oro
open facade

  The Venetian Gothic Ca’ d’Oro was designed by architects Giovanni Bon and his son,
Bartolomeo Bon, built between 1428 and 1430 commissioned by Marino Contarini.

  A recessed colonnaded loggia on the ground level provides direct access to the entrance
hall from the Grand Canal. Above the colonnade is an enclosed balcony, belonging to the palace’s
principal salon, or sitting room, on the main level of the house. Above is another balcony with 
similar, but lighter, quatrefoil windows.
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the Framing of Light 
QueriNi StAmPALiA
Carlo Scarpa

the elegant travertine stone pan-
els on the wall contrast with the 
rough concrete on the floor. 

it certainly does not look as utilitarian as its purpose...

the brass rail separating the two 
bands of travertine was designed 
as a support for lighting fixtures,

At the landing, marking the entrance to 
the library, is a round light fixture. 

Below it is a ceiling with a double-circle cut-
out, a pattern that resembles a single cell 
mutating, as if the light has started to split 
into two.

Halfway up to the library is another light 
fixture, square instead of circular yet picking 
up on a similar paired theme.

marking the transition be-
tween the entrance hall and 
the exhibition space beyond 
is a glass wall highlighted by 
an enclosure. the complex ar-
ticulation of the stone panels 
makes the enclosure appear 
to be for something special,

but in fact it just 
covers a radiator...



Palazzo Grimani
la tribuna

  The tribuna is a sculpture gallery with a high co�ered dome covered with stucco, a space that 
housed the collection of the ancient sculptures of Giovanni Grimani. This gallery once contained over
130 of the �nest pieces in the collection. In its original position today is a precious marble sculpture
of Zeus as an eagle carrying away the young shepherd Ganymede, dramaticaly suspended from the 
lantern of the uplifting and airy space. 

  The tribuna had a vaulted ceiling decorated with lacunars, and the walls displayed niches and 
shelves for housing statues and busts. It was the �rst private museum with a central plan in the lagoon.
Probably designed by Grimani himself, there was nothing like it in Venice. Light �oods into the white 
co�ered dome through a four-sided lantern high above. 
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a. courtyard
b. camaron d’oro
c. foliage room
d. anteroom to tribuna
e. tribuna
f. neoclassical room
g. dining room

h. room of doge antonio
i. chamber of apollo
j. chamber of callisto
k. chamber of psyche
l. bosch room
m. room of the �replace
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the Sound of Light  |  SANtA mAriA deLLA PietA
     giorgio massari  |  1745-60; 1906 (facade)

Famous as the church of the ospedale della Pi-
età, the orphanage where Vivaldi taught and 
for whose talented girls he composed most of 
his concerti and oratorios.

the Church has a egg-shaped plan with a vaulted ceiling

Concerts at night performed by i Virtuosi italiani

trionfo delle Fede on the ceiling of the 
church is a real masterpiece by tiepolo 
representing the crowning of our Lady by 
the god’s hand.



open [CLoSed] open
SottoPortegHi

“Sottoporteghi” are passageways in Venice that actually 
“tunnel” under buildings to connect previously construct-
ed public streets (e.g.,calli) and open spaces (e.g., campi). 

they occurred later in the life of the island city, and were 
created as shortcuts. 

there are around 240 sottoporteghi in Venice.

Sotoportego dell’Abbazia
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